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IN-MaC Pathways System Summit Brings Educators and Industry Together to Take Students from High School to High-Paying Careers

70 partners gathered to collaborate on best practices in building Indiana’s future workforce.

WEST LAFAYETTE, IN – The Purdue University Indiana Next Generation Manufacturing Competitiveness Center (IN-MaC) brought more than 70 influential industry and education partners together recently to empower critical workforce pathways for manufacturers in Indiana and across the nation.

IN-MaC is committed to shaping Indiana’s future workforce through impactful manufacturing/STEM initiatives. Manufacturing is emphasized due to its vital role in driving Indiana’s economic growth and prosperity. By creating exciting, intentional pathways that take high schoolers from hands-on opportunities in the classroom to the manufacturing floor, IN-MaC is helping to build a robust pipeline for the future workforce.

“Throughout Indiana and multiple states, we are developing pathways system programs that are showcasing high tech, high paying careers in students’ communities,” said Lisa Deck, Program Manager for IN-MaC Workforce and Education. “This summit celebrates our partners’ successes, highlights best practices, and establishes paths forward for communities wanting to build similar programs.”

Learning opportunities at the summit included implementing manufacturing academies, creating learning cultures within manufacturing facilities, and connecting resources from Design & Innovation Studios to the academies. Speakers from Indiana detailed best practices, lessons learned, and outlined what is next.
“The event epitomized innovation and ingenuity, setting the stage for a brighter future in the manufacturing sector,” said Lezlie Winter, Superintendent of Mississinewa Community Schools. “Attendees embraced the newfound knowledge and strategies, knowing we are equipping the next generation with the tools they need to thrive. Together, we are building a solid foundation for the future of manufacturing.”

There are currently 15 pathway programs in Indiana, West Virginia, Mississippi, and Kentucky, and one is in development. There are 36 industry partners, including Toyota of America, Honda Indiana, West Virginia University Medical, and many others (complete list included below).

“Through this summit, I have extreme confidence in both the educators in the room and the industry partners coming to the table to help students of the future pave the way for successful careers in manufacturing,” said Ryan Christner, Supply Chain & Logistics Manager for Medartis, Inc. “I look forward to following these pathways system academies to see how they impact the families in their communities by providing the training needed for a brighter future filled with possibilities!”

Planning for the 2024 Pathways System Summit is already underway. To learn more about the pathways system program, email Lisa Deck at adeck@purdue.edu.

### About IN-MaC:
IN-MaC provides programs and services to enhance the talents and capabilities of Indiana’s present and future workforce by facilitating connections between educators and industry to catalyze the formation of near-term and long-term skills in a highly accessible manner across Indiana. IN-MaC supports a variety of STEM-type, skilled trades, degree (associates and undergraduate), and certificate programs.

IN-MaC leverages its resources, networks and partnerships with industry, local communities, educators and interested stakeholders to provide a variety of formal courses and informal activities that embolden pathways to meet present and future workforce talent needs.

### About IN-MaC Pathways System:
The IN-MaC Pathways System aligns industry needs with K-12 and post-secondary education systems by promoting innovative models with embedded work-based and project-based learning and paid internships, all while integrating durable skills necessary in a successful career. It emphasizes the coordination of people, assets, and resources to create robust talent pipelines.

**Industry partners include:** American Containers, American Woodmark, Arrowhead, Auburn Manufacturing, Batesville Tool & Die, Charleston Metal, Cooper Tire, CSI, D1 Tool and Die, Dannar, Delaware Glass, Delta Faucet, Hill's Pet, Honda, IMD, ITAMCO, KGN, Lakeside Books, Magna, Medartis, Metal Technologies, Mursix, NASG, Nipro
PharmaPackaging, Oasis Bath, Pace Dairy, Paragon Medical, Perfecto, POLYWOOD, Pre MedTech, Rathburn Tool, Rieke Packaging, Summers Heating and Cooling, Toyota North America, Wiley Metal, Zimmer Biomet